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I never thought I would choose Paris for the exchange semester. Though I never visited
France before fall 2016, I knew much about France and Paris, probably so much that I was
barely excited about my staying here (places stop being interesting when you know too much
about them). Was I wrong? Oh yes, indeed. As a result, I fell in eternal love with this city, and
now I consider Paris one of the best cities in the world.

Parisian experience
Paris has such an indescribable magical atmosphere. It is very unique, elegant, and beautiful.
Bearing the enormous historic and cultural heritage, Paris is a true paradise for those who are
interested in history and arts. One can never get bored in the city with such an amount of art
and concert venues. Musée d’Orsay, Palais de Tokyo, Louvre, Centre Georges Pompidou,
Musée Rodin, Grand Palais, the list of places to visit in order to satisfy the aesthetic hunger is
really huge. For the music lovers, you can be sure that Paris is definitely included in the world
tour of any musician, so you will have an opportunity to attend the concert of your favourites.

Besides the cultural aspects, Paris is also the great place for gourmets. Whichever food
preferences you have, you can always find a great food there. From the tourist-oriented Place
du Tetre with the dishes of french cuisine like escargots and cuisses de grenouille (though
French people say they don’t usually eat either of these delicatessen) till small kebab places or
famous Kong restaurant, anyone can find whatever one searches. For the true «Parisian»
experience I would recommend restaurants at Place du Tetre (Montmartre) with the live music.
Some of them will create authentic atmosphere of 1920’s and make you feel like Gil from
Woody Allen’s «Midnight in Paris». I would also point out the great service in restaurants and
cafes, though it may be slow sometimes (it depends on orders and customers flow). Waiters
are very friendly and polite, they will always help you with the choice.

Forgetting any of these activities, you can always wander beautiful streets of Paris. I loved
walking at Montmartre, Le Marais, by Eiffel Tower and Madeleine. If photography is your
hobby, do not forget you camera, as Paris will always grant you inspiration for your shots.

You also should not be worried in the case of missing your meals as there are lots of
boulangeries with freshly baked baguettes, croissants, brioches and lots of other tasty
bakings. In bakeries they often accept only cash if the purchase is not exceeding €5 (there are
different limits in different places), so better if you always have some cash with you. The same
can be said about some restaurants (some have minimal limit of €20 for the card purchase).
Paris has also very convenient public transport. Everything can be reached by metro, busses
or trams. Nevertheless, do not risk to take busses or taxis in rush hours (especially in the
evenings), as sometimes you can get stuck in traffic for a long time.

The only unpleasant thing about Paris (and France) is the bureaucracy. I won’t describe it in
details, but bureaucracy can really be annoying. Usually, you deal with it in the beginning of
your stay there, so brace yourself and don’t let the paper work damage your mood.
Unfortunately, majority of Parisians do not speak good English, so it may be helpful for you to
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learn the basics of French language in order to avoid problems with communication.
Nevertheless, Parisians are very polite, and always try to help you and find the ways to
understand you (I did not speak French, and in some situations, we were communicating via
Google Translator and it was quite funny). So, you will always find good samaritans who will
help you with the problem.

IESEG School of Management
IESEG is quite «young» business school in comparison with its well-known competitors,
nevertheless, it was already mentioned in rankings of Financial Times and in French media
with positive feedbacks and prospective future. It is located in major business district La Défense 
which contains the headquarters of well-known companies such as Société Générale, Total, Areva 
etc. The «business» atmosphere can be felt everywhere.
IESEG has strong corporate relations with different banks and international brands and often
organises business fares and conferences, so for those who know French and willing to have
career in France, these corporate talks and meetings may be very useful. In general, it feels
like IESEG promotes a strong base for individual entrepreneurship and ideas combining the
management and IT.

Some of the professors were actually independent entrepreneurs and working professionals.
Majority of courses (I chose 13/15 of Master level) were very interesting and provided
applicable knowledge with updated information on local and world-market business
tendencies. Usually, courses are based only on massive slides and not on the books. The
difference between SBS courses and IESEG courses is that SBS courses are mostly based on
lectures, reading literature, theoretical knowledge and comparatively small interactive part (as I
can experience on bachelor level), while IESEG focus on interactive projects, group
presentations and in-class participation. In general, I was very satisfied with chosen subjects
and teaching. Though I always keep myself updated to news about trends in business, in
IESEG I got much information about the situation on markets and about the corporate
solutions involving IT, innovations and technologies from the «first hands».

The majority of courses offered to exchange students are of 2.00 ECTS. It means, you start
the course on Monday and finish it by Friday (some courses are finished within Friday exam,
some contain home-written assignments with the later deadlines). The amount of participants
rarely exceeded 50 people, sometimes it was only 20 participants in the course. The
attendance is mandatory unless you have a documented reason for absence (actually, the
points taken because of the absence are not very significant (10-20%), if it is in allowed limits).

The unpleasant experience was during the process of courses choice. First, students had to
choose courses before the beginning of semester and had them approved by sending
universities. After the arrival we were given the shorter and different list of subjects to choose
from and had to have them approved by home university. Later, during the application process,
the student might have been randomly excluded from the chosen course (because of the high
course popularity or places limit) and had to choose another subject in order to fill the needed
amount of credits. I was very saddened by being excluded from the couple of courses; I talked
to IESEG coordinator, but nothing could be done as the exclusion is made randomly by the
system and you cannot do anything about it (it also somehow correlated with the security
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requirements and limits of students in the building/lecture rooms). Nevertheless, it felt that they
are trying to fix this problem in the future and also it had good perspectives because the new
IESEG building (also in La Défense) is on its way, so they can coordinate the participation
demand with the amount of places and security requirements.

IESEG international club also organised bunch of activities such as exhibitions, pub meetings,
parties, sports activities and trips outside of Paris. In the beginning I attended some of them,
but then with friends we decided to plan our entertainments by ourselves.
If to describe IESEG shortly, it is a university with very strong corporate spirit, international
atmosphere and applicable knowledge «from the first hands» taught by professionals.

Some tips and advice
- Do not be late for classes and for exams. Some teachers fill the attendance list right during
the first minutes of the lesson and it is already in the system. Also, you may be not allowed
to attend exam, if you are even 10 minutes late without the sufficient reason.

- While choosing the accommodation, don’t focus on the proximity to IESEG. La Défense
area is easily accessible by metro line 1, RER A line and tram. I was living in 20min walking
distance from IESEG in shared apartments found by one of the flatmates via the renting
agency, and it was a mistake thinking that walking proximity to school is an advantage (the
apartments were good though). 

- Also, think twice before choosing the cohabitants. Some of my flatmates were really hard to 
cohabit with, and this cohabiting experience was completely dissatisfying for me (though I knew 
these people during the studying in SBS, they opened from completely different side during the 
living together), so I tried to spend at home as less time as possible, meeting with my friends and 
exploring Paris.

- Be aware of your surroundings and try to be careful with your belongings. Unfortunately, I was a 
victim of robbery in Châtelet Shopping Mall, and it was very distressing experience of losing 
money, bank cards, keys, IDs and recovering them. Though I reported to the police immediately, it 
was naive to expect anything to be found. Paris is a big city with lots of shopping and tourist 
places, and therefore the probability of being robbed is higher.

- Explore Paris, attend the cultural events. If you are an artistic person, you will find tons of
inspiration and satisfy the cultural and aesthetic needs.

- Always have some cash with yourself for small purchases in bakeries, cafes, convenient
stores and street markets.

- Make friends with students and locals. I made good friends with some of IESEG students
and Parisians and definitely the friendship is the best outcome of the exchange semester.

- Be real, enjoy amazing Paris, and do not let any negativity ruin your exchange experience!


